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Résumé

The use of turbomachinery for different applications (power generation, industries,
transportation, etc) has mushroomed in the last years. Turbomachinery is a challenging
and diverse field, with applications in many subsets of the mechanical engineering
discipline, including fluid mechanics, combustion and heat transfer, dynamics and
vibrations, as well as structural mechanics and materials engineering.This lecture,
besides students in many subsets of the mechanical engineering discipline, will also
appeal to engineers in the aerospace, global power and other industries who are
involved in the design, fabrication, installation and operation of turbomachines.
This lecture will be of use to engineers in industry and technological establishments,
especially as advanced reviews are included on many important aspects of
turbomachinery. The subject of turbomachinery is in continual review, and while the
basics do not change, research can lead to refinements in popular methods, and new
data can emerge.
The concept of extracting work from a moving fluid dates at least to the time of
Archimede. Water wheels drove some of the early developments of the Industrial
Revolution before the age of steam power. By the early 20th century, water power was
finding a new lease of life for the generation of electricity, and the design of efficient
energy converters - turbines - began to accelerate, laying down the key designs which
are still very much in use (in somewhat refined forms) today.
During the 1930s and 50s, a large number of very large hydroelectric schemes were
built. With the drive to cut back on CO2 emissions from coal-fired power stations, and
uncertainty over the long-term economics of nuclear fission generation, there has been
a significant increase in the level of government support available for the development
of new renewable energy generation schemes. While it is unlikely that further very large
hydro schemes will be built- attitudes to environmental disturbance caused by damming
glens have changed since the 50s - there remains significant potential for the
development of mini-hydro schemes (under 500kW or so). Mini- and micro-hydro also
have very significant potential in appropriate technology applications in developing
nations.
The reverse of extracting energy from a moving fluid is to impart energy to the fluid to
make it move - the role of the pump or the fan. Pumps may range in size from tiny
?cardiac assist? devices to giant pumps used in offshore oil recovery, covering
applications in domestic heating, water supply in between. Fans are most often seen in
ventilation systems but are also widespread in industrial processes such as in driving
air flows in a coal-fired power station.
Knowledge of the flow processes within turbomachines has increased dramatically
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resulting in the appearance of new and innovative designs. Some of the long-standing,
apparently intractable, problems such as surge and rotating stall have begun to yield to
new methods of control. New types of flow machine have made their appearance (e.g.
the Wells turbine) and some changes have been performed to established design
procedures. Much attention is now being given to blade and flow passage design using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and this must eventually bring forth further design
and flow efficiency improvements.
This lecture will include details of a new method of fan blade design, the determination
of the design point efficiency of a turbine stage, sections on centrifugal stresses in
turbine blades and blade cooling, control of flow instabilities in axial-flow compressors,
design of the Wells turbine, consideration of rothalpy conservation in impellers (and
rotors), defining and calculating the optimum efficiency of inward flow turbines and
comparison with the nominal design. A number of extensions of existing topics will be
included such as updating and extending the treatment and application of diffuser
research, effect of prerotation of the flow in centrifugal compressors and the use of
backward swept vanes on their performance, also changes in the design philosophy
concerning the blading of axial-flow compressors.

Contenu

Nevertheless, the course will include a theoretical part and an experimental one. The
experimental one will be realized on the test rig available in the laboratory LTE in HEIAFR, on gas/steam turbines. In parallel, visits to the manufacturers of turbomachines will
be organized.
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